
ARC and Site Steward Mentor,
Darlene Brinkerhoff being filmed

during an interview on 6/4/23. Darlene
has been in the program longer than
any other Steward - 34 years and 2

months. 

Cristin Lucas teaching a workshop on
human remains at the 2022 Yuma

Conference.

Goodfellow Lodge, Tonto Natural Bridge State
Park.

Rick and Sandy are avid travelers, here they are at a
cultural site in Ethiopia.

Bryan Hughes teaching a class on rattlesnake
safety at the Yuma 2022 Conference.

Phoenix Fire Department.

A map of the proposed National Monument.
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A Message From the
State Coordinator
The Site Steward Program is

coming up on its 37th year as a

program! It has been 5 years

since I joined the program and 9

years since joining AZ State Parks. There have been some

amazing highs during this time and there have certainly

been some major challenges as well. As we move into

summer, I am feeling rejuvenated by a number of really

exciting projects we are taking on at the moment. 

A number of Program members and a few special guests

have provided some very enjoyable and insightful articles

below.

On behalf of all land managers, and from the State Historic

Preservation Office (SHPO), thank you for all your

dedication to preservation. I hope you enjoy this edition of

the Watch Newsletter.

Sean Hammond, State Coordinator

Arizona Site Steward Program

State Historic Preservation Office

Three Rivers Region

Working with Agua Fria RC Michael Clinton, his ARCs and

the ARCs from neighboring Salt River and Cave Creek, we

have decided to merge all three (3) regions into a newly

formed area called the “Three Rivers Region”. This new

region will substantially reduce the challenges of managing

the Phoenix area sites/stewards and improve

communication with land managers.

 

In addition to the Phoenix area merger, the AZ Strip East

and West regions, under RC Doug Page, will be merged into

one region-named the “Arizona Strip.” Working with the

developers, I expect the merger and all data to be

combined by the end of June at the latest. 

The Site Steward

Legacy Film

One of the projects we are

very excited about is a

film that will help tell the

story of the SSP program

through the eyes of

members who have been

in the program for many

years. When Kiersten

Dunbar Chace joined the

program in 2022, she

presented us with an

opportunity to tell our

stories through

filmmaking, which enables us to put a spotlight on the need

for more protection of cultural resources. Many of you met

Kiersten at our Yuma conference at the unveiling of her first

SSP film project  - Munguía Ranch.

Over the next six (6) months we’ll be visiting with a number

of current members and retired members to capture the

experiences of being part of the SSP. If anyone has some

ideas you want to share about the project, let us know.

Arizona Archaeological Vandalism Film Series 

Annually, Stewards submit around 80-100 damage reports, from cattle knocking down a

protective fence to over-visitation at popular sites to egregious acts of theft. In

speaking with a number of land managers, tribal representatives, and Stewards, we

believe it is time to put a bigger spotlight on the damage that we continue to see.  

Film can be a powerful tool and the purpose of this video series project is to bring

awareness about the desecration of Arizona’s cultural resources and the need to take

further action.  Once completed, different short videos will be created to promote

effective stewardship practices, educate the public, new Stewards and policy makers.

Kierstan Chace, Site
Steward Filmmaker.

Stewards monitoring
vandalism.

Photo from 2021: Significant digging, trees
knocked over by vandals in search of

artifacts. 

The Annual SSP Conference was held in Yuma, AZ in October 2022 and was another

successful and memorable event for the program and our members.  Over 130 Stewards

and guest presenters attended the conference and the feedback from attendees was

very positive. A post conference survey, which was developed by SSP Intern, Asha

Greyeyes, produced very helpful feedback. With 5 being the highest ranking, here are

the final results from respondents:

Quality of the conference: 4.6

Quality of Sessions/workshops: 4.42

Quality of Speakers/Presenters: 4.52 

Click here to view the 2022 Yuma Conference Photos - If you took photos at the

Conference, you can upload them to this link as well.

Click here to view the 2022 Award Winners

Site Steward Conferences - Changes to

Format

For the next 3 years, we are going to change the

way our conferences are held.   

 

Around 125 Stewards attend the annual SSP

conference each year. These are very good numbers

but with over 550 active members, many stewards

are missing out on the great conferences we hold -

from social networking to the excellent training and

workshops that are offered to the celebration of

fellow peers during the awards event.  

From a Regional Coordinator meeting in March, it has been decided that the Program

will hold the large state-wide conference every other year (2024, 2026) and the years in

between we will hold a mini-Regional conference (typically one-day) in two or three

different areas of the state. Anywhere from 3-4 neighboring regions would all gather for

the regional training.

Please complete the SSP Survey below

For planning purposes for future conferences, we need feedback from all Stewards. 

Click here to complete a very short survey (3 minutes max). One important

question we are asking each member is related to residency - how many members live

in AZ throughout the year and how many leave for extended periods. This info will help

us determine the best times to hold conferences. 

The Kanab Center in Utah.
Location of the AZ Strip
Region and Utah SSP

partnership Training on
November 10th and 11th

2023. 

We are very excited to announce that our first scheduled regional conference will be

held November 10th and 11th in Kanab, Utah. Arizona Strip stewards typically live along

the southern border of Utah - for obvious reasons, traveling to the annual conferences

has been difficult for members. Making the training even more exciting is the

partnership we’ve formed with our counterparts in Utah, led by SSP Coordinator, Ian

Wright.  Utah Stewards will join Arizona Stewards for a full day of great training and

followed by a day of excursions. 

Shortly, we will be announcing the location and dates for two other regional

conferences.  The 2024 conference location and date will also be announced sometime

in the next few months.

This year's Pecos Conference will be held in Flagstaff, AZ. This is always a great

conference for Stewards to attend. 

Visit the website by clicking here: https://www.pecosconference.org/2023

Conference Dates

August 10 - 13, 2023

Archaeology Southwest’s

Quarterly Magazine Discount For

Site Steward Program Members! 

Archaeology Southwest is one of our most

important partners. Many of you are aware

of their award winning quarterly magazine

and we are excited to let you know that

they are offering a discount on the annual

subscription for all Site Steward program

members. For our newest Stewards the

magazine is a great opportunity to increase

your knowledge about archaeology, preservation and tribal perspectives.   

Stewards can sign up for a full year of membership to Archaeology Southwest

for only $40 – that’s $10 off!  To get the discount, please click this link to get

to the promotion:

https://www.archaeologysouthwest.org/membership-special/ 

The Foundation welcomes four new directors to our team for the 2023-2025 term! 

Bill Brightman, Caitlin Stewart, Stephen Carradini and Angela Hart bring their time and

talent to the Board, with their experience in online training development, grant writing,

outreach, networking, social media and site steward program participation. We are also

pleased to have several returning board members; Nicole Armstrong Best, Jessica Han

and Mike West. And we thank Bernadine McCollum for her service as she leaves the

board. For a complete list of Board Directors please visit our website.

Our committees are on fire! The Social Media group is gearing up a team of Site

Steward volunteers to create content for our Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and

LinkedIn platforms and monitor the web for site specific content. The Fundraising Team

is working to fund the Site Steward Program’s 2023 regional conferences, awards and

field supply needs. The Training committee is working with Sean to develop online

training modules for new stewards using the Thinktific platform, as well as supporting

Sean as he schedules three regional conferences this year.

Long-time Regional Coordinators Rick and Sandy Martynec have stepped down as Ajo

RCs, though they will continue to volunteer with the program. The Ajo region has a new

team which we are very excited about. Assistant Regional Coordinator and

archgaeologist, Whitney Hoffman, and Kim Gilles are taking on the leadership duties of

the region. Whitney has been volunteering with the program since 2020, previously in

the Verde River, and Kim since 2016, also volunteering in Central and Tonopah. We are

working closely with Rick and Sandy to make the transition as smooth as possible. 

Whitney Hoffman, Organ Pipe Cactus NM Archaeologist ARC, and Conference Planning
Committee member, Kim Gilles

Central Arizona/Tonopah Regional Conference

On April 1, we met at South Mountain Park, Big Ramada site, for our annual regional

event. It was a great meeting place on top of a hill with covered picnic tables. One of our

speakers was Sean Hammond who talked about the site steward program and gave out

some awards. Tim Watkins of the BLM talked to us about the relationship between the

BLM and the SSP. Awards were issued to Richard Wilmes for twenty years of service – he

received a wonderful painting from Hopi artist, Duane Koyawena. ARC Roy Fazzi received

his 10 Year Award and ARC Van Newville received a special gift for his years of service in

the Central region. Van is moving out of the Central region down to Tucson – while we

are sad to see him go, we are excited about this new beginning.

 

Attendance was very good, roughly thirty to forty site stewards showed up and visited 

with each other. I also talked about John Alcock, who had recently passed and was a 

valuable and active site steward during his time. John was a professor of Biology at ASU

for many years and wrote a number of books about the Sonoran Desert. Not only were

these books useful to professionals but they were interesting to the general public as

well. He will be missed.

 

We plan to meet at South Mountain again next year.

Tim Watkins, BLM
Archaeologist.

Group photo of Central Site Stewards. ARC Roy Fazzi with Sean and RC
Doug receiving his 10 Year Award.

Site Stewards Kate and
Merry Gordon - Kate just

finished her first year at the
NAU anthropology dept.

Richard Wilmes with Sean and RC Doug
receiving his 20 Year Award.

Van Newville receiving his
Special Award, a rock

petroglyph made by Native
American artist and Site
Steward David Morris.

 

On May 20-21, Northeast Regional Coordinator Dave Salge, Williams and Flagstaff RC

Neil Weintraub, and Flagstaff Site Steward Eric Souders led a two-day living history

campout on behalf of Willow Bend Environmental Education Center. The trio voluntarily

took 10 participants on a tour of the historic Beale Wagon Road across the Williams

Ranger District of the Kaibab National Forest.

In 24 hours we covered 10,000 years of cultural history on the U.S. Forest Service -

Kaibab National Forest and retraced the footsteps of Lieutenant Beale's survey crews

who aided by camels helped construct the first federally funded wagon road across the

southwest between 1857 and 1859. We discussed forest restoration that has helped

bring back to life several springs on Sitgreaves Mountain, camped near Laws Spring,

were entertained by Lieutenant Beale's stories and his banjo playing, ate dutch oven elk

enchiladas for dinner and the duck egg/elk sausage burritos for breakfast, and then

finally toured the Native American petroglyphs and historic inscriptions at Laws Spring.  

 

Click here to learn more about the historic Beale Wagon Road visit. 

The program raised $3000 for Willow Bend's educational programming and we already

have bigger plans for next year's trip so stay tuned!

Group photo courtesy Dave Salge, Camel Corps photo courtesy Neil Weintraub.

The Lake Havasu Site Stewards recently made

a visit to the 1943 Camp Bouse, a WWII

desert training camp. The unique thing about

this camp is that its function was a top secret

testing of a tank called the Gizmo, a tank

fitted with an intense strobe-like light

designed to confuse the enemy and allow the

infantry to get closer to the battle lines. The

camp had its own hospital, a chapel, and those

stationed there were not allowed to leave. The

9th Tank Group and the 526th Infantry Battalion occupied this camp for less than a

year. Although the project was successful, the tanks were never deployed. It is

considered one of the best-preserved of the desert training camps in Arizona and is an

interesting historical site.  There are rock alignments along the pathways, cement

foundations, a maintained flagpole, and many other features, as well as artifacts around

the site.

Havasu: Arizona's Coastal Life 

We were also interviewed in April for the summer edition of Arizona's Coastal Life

magazine with the hope that our organization's contribution would be more visible to

the community. You can read a copy of the article by clicking here.

I hope you will share it and encourage others to join our ranks as site stewards!

Once again the Payson Region held our

annual regional gathering and potluck at

Tonto Natural Bridge State Park. The

park has become a favorite location for our

gathering and the staff, including Andrew

Young and Katie Ferguson, have been so

nice to work with and to plan the event.

We had over 30 Stewards attend -this gave

us an opportunity to review each Payson

site in detail, each team assigned to the

sites and to identify which sites need

stewards to monitor. We also had a

wonderful time recognizing several

Stewards who had reached milestones in

the program.

Allen and Marie Lyles receiving their
10 Year Award.

Mark McFadden, Charles Eby, Sharon
Dubose, and Dennis Dubose receiving

their 5 Year Awards.

Chris Tetzloff and Rita
Johnson.

So much has been taking place in Tucson and San Pedro over the last year!  We are

making great progress on updating site kits with refreshed descriptions, photos, driving

directions and coordinates, and (when given permission by our land managers) making

them available online to stewards.  Tucson is an unusual region in that it has about 50

defined “sites”, but these often represent large geographical areas containing many

individual ASM sites so that we track about 900 individual site locations.  Prior

documentation on many of these was simply a photocopy of their original site surveys,

typically many decades old and sometimes lacking accurate coordinates.  Getting all

these individual site locations properly located, documented and photographed with

refreshed descriptions, then creating all-new site kits with the revised information, is a

big effort, but we are now well more than halfway through it.  Teams of our stewards

have done a great job, spending many hundreds of hours in the field to pull this effort

together.

We are also in the process of bringing on over another dozen site stewards, with a plan

to hold a large field training in September. On Sunday, February 19, 2023 we held a

special ceremony for a number of stewards who were recipients of awards at the Yuma

SSP conference, but who weren’t able to attend the conference. Additionally, we

recognized some of our Tucson stewards for reaching 5, 10 and 20 years of service. View

the pictures below to see all of Tucson’s award members from 2022.

Robin Rutherfoord joining
Linda & Gordon Handson -

recipients of the annual
Governor's Award through the

Historic Preservation
Conference.

Mary Lou Fragomeni and Fran Maiuri
accepting the Team Award in Yuma.

Fran, Jonny Sue Perkins-
Snyder and Stan Ponczek
accepting the Team Award.

Robin accepting Cliff
Jewsbury's 20 Year Award.

Lani & Charles Lockwood
accepting their 20 Year Award.

RC Newt Ashby with Marie-Lynn
Hunken and Gail Ryser accepting their

10 Year Awards. 

Rick and Sandy Martynec, Ajo Region RCs

It has been a privilege to have 

served as Regional Coordinators for the 

Ajo Region for the past 23 years, but it 

is time for us to move on. Fortunately, 

two well-qualified Ajoites, Whitney 

Hoffman and Kim Gillis, have agreed to 

assume the responsibility. We will, of 

course, continue to be Site Stewards 

and monitor sites and offer assistance 

to Whitney and Kim. As most Site 

Stewards and Regional Coordinators 

know, with the responsibilities come 

difficult times and amazing successes. Of the Ajo Site Steward successes the one that still 

gives us a smile was protecting imperiled pictographs in a rock shelter which is 

underneath a historic era dam.

The former dam. Salt on the pictographs. Photographing the pictographs.

For anyone working or recreating outdoors in

Arizona, the topic of rattlesnakes is always

top of mind. In Arizona, the chances of a

snake encounter with any regular activity in

wilderness areas are nearly inevitable.

However, this does not equate to danger,

with some awareness and knowledge. 

Arizona is home to 18 species and subspecies

of rattlesnakes, a single species of coral

snake, and the only venomous lizard in the

United States: the Gila Monster. This diverse

clade of specialized New World pit vipers has

evolved to inhabit nearly all of Arizona's

many biotic communities. From the small

montane rattlesnakes of the sky islands to

the hot-desert dwellers, colorfully cryptic granite specialists, and the array of

evolutionary starts and stops across the northern canyon lands and plateaus,

rattlesnakes can be found just about everywhere.

Despite this, dangerous encounters are largely avoidable.

As we enter into summer and excessive

heat, stewards are encouraged to stay

hydrated, dress appropriately, slow their

pace, and keep an eye on fellow stewards

to minimize heat related illnesses. 

The Monsoon season is also upon us,

potentially bringing dust storms,

torrential rain, and floods. As you know,

high temperatures, dry conditions, and

lightning strikes will likely lead to fires so

it's up to you to check your local

conditions, especially in our forests.

Stay safe and monitor when and where

you can, but your safety is our priority!

Click here to visit the AZ Department of Health Services website to learn more about

Excessive heat and how to stay safe. 

The Site Steward Program has been under the management of State Parks and has also

been housed within the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) since 2021. Stewards

often ask about SHPO and the role it plays in Arizona. Below are some brief talking

points to help explain a little of what SHPO does.

What is SHPO?

The Arizona State Historic Preservation Office, a division of Arizona State Parks

and Trails, provides assistance to state and federal agencies and Arizona’s federally

recognized tribes in complying with federal and state historic preservation laws. The

position of the State Historic Preservation Officer was established by federal statute

under the National Historic Preservation Act and draws authority under federal and state

laws; the Arizona SHPO is appointed by the governor.

We have a staff of 13 total; archaeologists, historians, architects, preservationists,

and a grants coordinators.

 

What does SHPO do?

Consults on federal undertakings and state actions to avoid, minimize or mitigate

potential impacts to cultural and historical properties

Administers the State and National Registers of Historic Places Program in

Arizona

Advocates for and educates the public about the value of preservation

Administers all federal and state preservation grant programs, incentives, and

funds, including the Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program

 

SHPO Facts

The federal Historic Preservation Fund provides $1,060,110 to support SHPO’s

budget. SHPO is not tax-payer supported. Site Steward volunteer hours are

used as match to help secure funding that supports the office and mission to

protect cultural resources.

In 2022, over 2700 new projects were submitted for SHPO review in compliance

with the Arizona State Historic Preservation Act and National Historic Preservation

Act.

SHPO oversees preservation programs in 30 Arizona municipalities and

counties and distributes $100,000 in preservation grants annually to those

communities.

SHPO processed $125 million of Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits from

FY2015-FY2021, generating $2.4 billion in local and $1.6 billion in state tax

revenue in communities across Arizona.

The State Historic Property Tax Reclassification Program managed by SHPO

provides tax relief to nearly 9,000 historic homeowners across the state.

In FY 2022, SHPO assisted the Parks Board in review and award of $750,000 to 7

projects around the state from the Arizona Heritage Fund, expending all available

funds.

Follow us:

Photo courtesy of City of Phoenix

In each edition, we like to highlight a

historic newsletter from the past.

Many of us are fairly new to the program

and I imagine there are a lot of curious

Stewards and Land Managers that

wonder what those first few years in the

Site Steward Program were like.

The SSP has been publishing newsletters

since 1990 with incredible stories and

educational materials in each edition.

For this newsletter, we are looking back

at the March 1998 edition of The Watch. 

Click here to read the full newsletter. 

Effort Underway to Designate Baaj Nwaavjo I'tah

Kukveni Grand Canyon a National Monument

On April 11, 2023, tribal leaders of the Grand Canyon Tribal Coalition launched an effort

to designate the Baaj Nwaavjo I’tah Kukveni Grand Canyon National Monument. The

proposal builds on the tribes’ longstanding effort to permanently protect the region.

The proposed monument would include 1,102,501 acres adjacent to Grand Canyon

National Park. The national monument designation would honor the tribes’ deep cultural

ties to the Grand Canyon and protect the area by making the temporary 20-year mining

moratorium permanent, while also enhancing the cultural, natural, recreational, and

scientific resources of the region. 

The Grand Canyon holds a deep ancestral significance for several tribal nations in the

Southwest who rely on the canyon for natural and cultural resources that are sacred to

their communities. Edmond Tilousi, vice chairman of the Havasupai tribe, emphasized

the importance of this initiative, stating, “It is our home. It is our land and water source

and our very being.” He explained that the Havasupai Tribe’s sacred sites, medicine,

land, and water are located in and around the Grand Canyon. Designating these areas as

a national monument will protect them from contamination, destruction, exploitation,

and other harmful effects of mining.

The name of the proposed monument, Baaj

Nwaavjo I’tah Kukveni, comes from a blend of

the traditional Havasupai and Hopi languages.

Baaj Nwaavjo means “where tribes roam” for

the Havasupai Tribe, and I’tah Kukveni means

“our footprints” for the Hopi Tribe.

To read more articles about the new proposal,

click on the links below: 

Navajo-Hopi Observer

Grand Canyon Trust

Arizona State Parks & Trails

Arizona State Parks Podcast with SHPO Officer Kathryn Leonard

Tribal Monitor Program: State Parks Podcast - Guest Speakers Nanebah

Lyndon, Tribal Relations Staff Officer, and LeRoy Shingoitewa, Tribal Monitor

Group Manager

Save History

The Arizona Archaeological Conservancy

AAC Archaeological Council

Arizona Preservation Foundation

Educational Links:

Both Old Pueblo Archaeology and Archaeology Southwest offer great monthly

newsletters. We encourage all members to visit both websites to sign up. Old Pueblo's

Director, Al Dart, offers fantastic Online Adult Education Classes on archaeology-related

topics throughout the year. For the nearly 80 Stewards that have recently joined the

SSP, we highly recommend taking Al's classes. 

Old Pueblo Archaeology Center

Archaeology Southwest

Crow Canyon Archaeological Center

Visit With Respect

Snake Gulch: A Passage Through Time

To download the Site Steward Guides and to view a video on submitting hours and

reports in the database, visit the Site Steward Foundation webpage on SSP Training

Resources.

Many Site Stewards are also members of local chapters of the Arizona Archaeological

Society. AAS offers excellent training and chapters throughout Arizona host special

guests and educational site visits.

As of March 23, 2023, Pueblo Grande Museum and Archaeological Park has been

renamed to S’edav Va’aki Museum. 

Tribal-Related Links:

Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona

SRPMIC Virtual Cultural Sensitivity Online Training

Thank you to everyone who contributed to this issue of The Watch newsletter.

Theresa Cano

Theresa is an administrative assistant for the State Historic

Preservation Office and the Site Steward Program. She was born

and raised in Phoenix where she currently lives. She enjoys

exploring the state with her dogs in tow.

Wyatt Rouse

Wyatt is a student intern working towards a degree in Parks & 

Recreation Management at Northern Arizona University. He is 

currently working with State Coordinator Sean on a number of 

projects for the Site Steward Program. In his free time, Wyatt 

enjoys hiking, riding his bike, and spending time with family and 

friends.

The Arizona Site Steward Program is an organization of volunteers, sponsored by public land managers
of Arizona, whose members are selected, trained and certified by the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO), a division of Arizona State Parks & Trails. The chief objective of the Site Steward Program is
to report to the land managers destruction and vandalism of prehistoric & historic archaeological and
paleontological sites in Arizona through site monitoring. Stewards are also active in public education
and outreach activities.
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